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SPECIAL
BRANCH
THE JAPANESE MAPLEJack’s Yak, Cumbria

Each month we feature an ancient British tree.  

This month the Ancient Tree Forum introduces us to...

ANCIENT TREE
The

column

The Lowther Estate in Cumbria has been through several 
incarnations, with influences from a number of great landscape 

designers – including Capability Brown, who visited the 
estate in 1763. Today, Lowther is home to the Kendal Calling 

music festival. This old English oak, known as Jack’s Yak, is a 

favourite of Ian Jack – forestry and land use manager for the 

estate, and leader of the ATF’s Cumbria group. He explains why 

protecting ancient trees like this, which have seen centuries of 

history, is a key part of his work.
“The tree is thought to be about 400 years old,” he says. 

“It sprouted from an acorn during the reign of James I, the 

first king of the United Kingdom, and has survived grazing 

by woodland animals such as deer. It grew healthily during 

the reign of Charles I, and by the time George I was crowned 

it was nearly 100 years old. Thousands of wagons laden with 

stone must have lumbered past it when Lowther Castle was 

being built in the early 19th century. Having witnessed the 

record-breaking reign of Elizabeth II, it is still going strong, a 

silent witness to the passing of the years.
“It’s this longevity that makes it important; that’s the  

reason I have spent the last 35 years looking after it. I ensure  

its roots, which will enable it to live for another 400 years,  

don’t get disturbed by developments, roadworks or pop 
concerts in the grounds. I treat Jack’s Yak like an old friend.  

It has many holes, which make it susceptible to diseases 
coming in from Europe. The best thing is to be vigilant – I’d 

much rather fell a younger diseased tree than take a chance 

on Jack’s Yak getting infected. Beefsteak fungus (Fistulina 

hepatica) is rotting away the inside the trunk, but as long as 

the tree keeps putting on a ring of growth on its outside, it can 

lose timber on the inside. Legend suggests that if a limb breaks 

away from Jack’s Yak then the incumbent Earl will fall. Naturally, 

we try not to let this happen!”

The Ancient Tree Forum champions the biological, cultural 

and heritage value of Britain’s ancient and veteran trees, 

and provides advice on their value and management at 

www.ancienttreeforum.co.uk  ©Ancient Tree Forum
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